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Season’s Greetings and Best Wishes for the New Year

Twenty-five years after the first Earth
Day, the environmental movement, as
represented by established groups like
Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, and the
Wilderness Society, is in trouble.
Membership is down, their credibility with
the public is in a shambles, and a majority
in Congress seems bent on lifting the
burden of environmental regulation.

There is one area, however, where
environmentalists are on a roll and that is
in education. Environmental education is
one of the hottest educational issues in
America today and throughout the nation,
schools at all grade levels have jumped
on the environmental education
bandwagon. Currently, 30 states have laws
mandating some form of environmental
instruction in the classroom. Many of these
laws require the integration of
environmental education into most subject
matter classes and at all grade levels. Thus,
students are exposed to environmental
education not only in science classes, but
also in history, geography, health, and
even in English and math classes.
Recently, however, environmental
education has become a cause for serious
concern among parents, scholars, and
journalists. In particular, critics charge that
environmental education is dominated by
a “doomsday approach” to environmental
issues, which instills unfounded
pessimism in children when it comes to
the future, that environmental curriculum
materials are biased and misleading, and
that schools often encourage political
advocacy that serves the goals of
environmentalists. A graphic evaluation

Precipitation Assessment Project
(NAPAP) was a ten-year study funded by
Congress at a cost of over $500 million.
The NAPAP concluded that: “There is no
evidence of widespread forest damage
from current ambient levels (pH 4.0-5.0)
of acidic deposition [acid rain] in the
United States.” The study’s final report
issued in 1990 also reported only minor
harm to lakes and streams in the
Northeastern United States.

In the textbooks, the tenuous global
warming hypothesis is almost always
covered as a fact. This hypothesis argues
that the increase in atmospheric carbon
dioxide will bring about the melting of
the polar ice caps and cause catastrophic
flooding of coastal cities. One text even
shows an illustration of the New York City
skyline with a water-level covering the
Statue of Liberty and most buildings.
Rarely, if ever, do the texts provide equal
time to the arguments of the scientists who
have called this scenario into question.

Scientists who criticize the catastrophic
global warming theory agree that over the
last one hundred years the burning of fossil
fuels which powers our industrial society
has increased the amount of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. They also agree that there has
been a slight (1 degree C [1.8 degree F])
temperature rise over the last one hundred
years. The critics point out, however, that
most of that temperature rise took place
between 1880 and 1938 when the burning
of fossil fuels was less than in the post-
World War II era. Between 1938 and 1980
the temperature records show a slight
decrease, with some warming since 1980.
If there is a correlation between the rise
of carbon dioxide and global warming,
then warming should have accelerated
after 1938, along with the rapid buildup
of carbon dioxide, rather than lessened.

Students are not presented with this
important scientific controversy. Instead,
they are shown pictures of beach houses
falling into the sea and dust bowl farms
and are told: “Scientists estimate that by
the year 2040, the earth will have warmed

*This article is reprinted from The Freeman,
October 1995, published by the Foundation for
Economic Education (FEE), Irvington-on-
Hudson, New York 10533. Dr. Jackstadt is
Professor of Economics at the University of
Alaska in Anchorage. Dr. Sanera is Associate
Professor of Political Science at Northern Arizona
University. An annotated version of the article is
available from FEE.

Environmental Education:

Turning Kids into Political Activists

by Steve Jackstadt and Michael Sanera*

was given by Nancy Bray Cardozo in
Audubon magazine; “As if children don’t
have enough to worry about these days–
AIDS, wars, starving people–
environmentalists are teaching them that
their very planet is at risk.... Children feel
like intruders in nature, destined to destroy
their world.”

Patricia Poore, editor of Garbage,
reviewed a variety of environmental
education materials and books and
concluded that this material “contains
oversimplification and myth, has little
historical perspective, is oriented, and is
strongly weighted toward a traditional
environmentalist viewpoint, i.e.,
emphasizing limits to growth, distrust of
technology, misinformation concerning
waste management, and gloomy (if not
doomsday) scenarios.’’

Biased Environmental
Education Materials

A consistent pattern of one-sided
presentations of environmental issues is
shown by our review of nearly 100 sixth-
through-tenth grade textbooks in the areas
of science, health, geography,
government, and history.

In the coverage of acid rain, for
example, school textbooks, with rare
exception, teach children that acid rain is
a major crisis which is killing forests, fish,
crops, and destroying buildings and
statues. The text Being Healthy states:
“Acid rain damages rivers and lakes,
killing fish and plants.’’ The D.C. Heath
text Earth Science: The Challenge of
Discovery states: “Trees all across the
Northeast are dying.”

Nearly every text fails to mention the
findings of the largest study of acid rain
ever conducted. The National Acid
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precedes this, most students will answer
these questions in predictable ways.

The texts also send the message that
government activity is the only way that
environmental problems will be solved.
The Glencoe (another Macmillan
subsidiary) text Biology: An Everyday
Experience discusses the energy crisis in
these terms. “The supply of fossil fuels is
being used up at an alarming rate,” the
text warns. “Government must help save
our fossil fuel supply by passing laws
limiting their use.” This text never
mentions that market pricing is the most
effective way to determine if shortages
exist or that higher prices will stimulate
conservation.

The behavior most often encouraged
by textbooks and other environmental
education materials is recycling. The
pressure on children to recycle is
enormous: schools engage in elaborate
recycling programs and urge children to
pressure their parents to recycle at home.
Students are also urged to become
politically active in support of
government-imposed mandatory recycling
in their communities. The D.C. Heath text
Earth Science: The Challenge of
Discovery includes a “Take Action”
Section that asks students to: “Write to
your State legislator and explain your
position on mandatory recycling. Ask the
legislator to explain his or her position on
the issue. If your state does not have any
recycling laws, ask if there are plans for
new recycling legislation.’’ Yet as an
article in the Wall Street Journal pointed
out recently,

There’s just one problem. At least by

any practical, short-term measure curbside

recycling doesn’t pay. It costs residents

and local governments hundreds of

millions of dollars more than can be

recouped by selling the trash. It requires

huge new fleets of collection trucks that

add to traffic congestion and pollution.

Information on the costs of recycling
has been well-aired in the scientific and
popular literature, but does not find its
way into textbooks.

Teaching Political Action Skills

Teaching political action to students is
relatively new to the classroom and
teachers are not always trained in political
action techniques. To fill this void and to
develop these political action skills, the
texts offer teachers help in the teachers’
editions of the texts. The Glencoe text
Health: A Guide to Wellness provides
expert advice to teachers and students on
“Writing to Elected Officials.” This
section provides six guidelines for writing
to an elected official including: “Keep
your letter short.... Limit your letter to one

by about 2 degrees C [3.6 degrees F]. And
by the year 2100, people may be living on
a planet that is 5 degrees C [9 degrees F]
warmer than it is today.” By leaving out
the arguments of the global-warming
critics, the textbooks are misleading and
miseducating students.

Nowhere is the environmental
education bias in the textbooks more
comprehensive than in the area of the
alleged world population crisis. With rare
exception, the texts use a graph that shows
the acceleration of population growth over
the last 500 years. These graphs usually
end at the year 2000. Often these graphs
are accompanied by statements that the
population will continue to double every
20 to 30 years and that food and other
resources cannot keep up with population
growth. These texts are misleading
because they fail to tell children that since
the 1960s the rate of population growth
has declined. In the 1960s world
population was growing at slightly over
two percent per year. By the 1990s the
rate had dropped to about 1.5 percent and
it is expected to drop below one percent
growth in the 2020s. The graph that depicts
this reality and the one that children should
be shown is one which indicates a leveling
off of world population at about 10 billion
people around the year 2100.

Most texts go on to demonstrate the
catastrophic effects of population growth
by discussing dwindling food supplies and
mass starvation, yet most of this
information is either grossly exaggerated
or simply untrue. Dennis Avery, a well-
known population scholar, has
documented the fact that world food
supplies are growing faster than
population and that most of the world’s
population has been eating better ever
since World War II. He notes that
“virtually all of the world’s hunger in 1990
was ‘political.’” By this, he means that
the pictures of starving people, mainly
Africans, that are seen in children’s
textbooks are starving not because there
is a shortage of food supplies, but because
of civil wars where one side is using food
as a weapon, or as the result of misguided
policies of Marxist regimes. Avery goes
on to note: “Africa is a vestige of the
hunger problem which once faced all of
the Third World – it is not a forerunner of
impending famine for the Earth.”

The overall impression given to
students by school textbooks is that of a
world headed for ultimate destruction. If
global warming does not incinerate us, or
we don’t starve, solar radiation pouring
through the ozone hole will give us all
skin cancer. Even if we survive these
catastrophes, air and water pollution will
make our day-to-day existence miserable.

Political Activism in the Classroom

After a biased presentation of
environmental education information,
students are often asked to join a
“Children’s Crusade” of political activism
which supports the environmental interest-
group agenda. This ranges from simply
asking for more information from political
leaders to the picketing of businesses and
the holding of press conferences.
Textbooks published by some of the
nation’s leading publishing companies,
such as Prentice-Hall and Macmillan, lead
the way.

The 1993 edition of the Prentice-Hall
text Environmental Science: The Way the
World Works, does not camouflage its
desire for kids to become active politically.
The chapter on air pollution concludes
with the section “Taking Stock–What You
Can Do.” After a discussion of air
pollution regulations, the text tells
students: “Write your Senators and
Representatives.” Children are told to ask
that the next re-authorization of the Clean
Air Act include requirements to “increase
the average fuel efficiency of cars to 60
miles per gallon by the year 2000,” to “set
and enforce standards for ozone and other
pollutants that will protect crops, forests,
and all other aspects of the environment,
not just human health.” The text states:
“Further delays are not tolerable.” Absent
is any discussion of research such as that
by Robert Crandall and John Graham
which concludes that higher fuel
efficiency leads to the production of
smaller cars that are less safe in accidents
and thereby results in thousands of
additional traffic fatalities.

The Prentice-Hall text Your Health also
urges students to engage in politics. At
the conclusion of a chapter on the
environmental dangers to their health the
text states: “Given these problems, what
can you do? Consider joining an
environmental group. Boycott products ....
Become politically involved. Urge your
local, state, and federal representatives to
take action against existing air, land, and
water pollution and to act swiftly.’’
(emphasis in original).

The Merrill (a Macmillan subsidiary)
text Focus on Life Science is less direct in
its attempts to activate students. In a
section on the plight of the rain forests it
states: “The Rainforest Action Network
called for boycotts of fast-food companies
that buy their beef from South American
countries.... Do you think a boycott of fast-
food companies would halt the destruction
of rain forests? Would you be willing to
participate in such a boycott? Give the
reasons for your answers.’’ Given the
discussion of rain forest destruction which
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or two key issues...” and “Ask for a
specific response.”

While the textbooks are somewhat
limited in what they can do to teach
political action skills, special political
action handbooks for teachers and students
have been developed to provide detailed
technical assistance. One of the most
successful of these handbooks is Barbara
Lewis’ The Kid’s Guide to Social Action:
How to Solve the Social Problems You
Choose and Turn Creative Thinking into
Positive Action. This 185-page political
action handbook includes entries that
provide expert advice on: “How to Write
a Letter to the Editor ... Tips for Successful
Petitions... Six Ways to Fundraise... How
to Write a News Release... Parading,
Picketing and Protesting... How to Initiate
or Change a Local Law... and Tips for
Successful Lobbying...” This “soup to
nuts” handbook provides all the political
action skills the young environmental
activist needs to push the environmental
agenda.

State Environmental Education Laws

The political activism in the classrooms
is the direct result of the environmental
education movement’s planning and hard
work instituting state-level environmental
education laws. A major objective of the

environmental special interest groups
which have supported the passage of these
laws is to use environmental education as
a way to create an army of young political
activists. While each state’s law contains
slightly different language, most of them
provide a statutory basis for teachers to
encourage students to become involved
politically in environmental issues.

The Council of State Governments,
which provides model legislation to state
legislators on many subjects, lists six
characteristics for model environmental
education legislation. One of these is
“Motivation for Action–the commitment
to act for a healthy environment based on
one’s knowledge and skills.’’

In Wisconsin, the state has established
five priorities for receiving an
Environmental Education Grant which
provides money to develop curriculum and
classroom materials. One of these
priorities is “The preparation of citizens
of any age to become active participants
in the resolution of local-through-global
environmental issues.’’

Washington state’s Framework for
Environmental Education asks teachers to
“foster the idea that involvement in the
political and legal process is paramount
to resolving environmental issues.”

In Arizona, one of the leaders in the

environmental education movement, the
state law passed in 1990 encouraged
political activism by giving teachers the
authority to “encourage civic and social
responsibility toward environmental
issues.” This provision of the statute was
used to justify students engaging in
political activism. Fortunately in 1994, the
state legislature struck this provision from
the law and inserted the requirement that
all environmental education must be based
on sound science and economics.

Conclusion

There is nothing wrong with teaching
students about environmental issues, but
they should be taught the true scientific
and economic complexity of these issues.
There is nothing wrong with teaching
children about the workings of the political
system by getting them personally
involved in political issues. What is wrong
is to use biased and misleading
information about environmental issues
such as acid rain, global warming, and the
so-called population crisis to recruit
children as shock troops in a crusade to
support a particular political agenda. Most
educators would admit that this is not
education. This has more in common with
political indoctrination and does not
belong in our schools. �

comes statistically just as likely as contin-
ued expansion. The deterioration of both
sensitive materials prices and vendor per-
formance contributed largely to this month’s
drop in the score, but a turnaround in either
of these series could quickly push it up again.
If the other nine leaders continue to deterio-
rate, however, the score could drop below
50 in any event.

Although the leading indicators remain
weak, the economy continues to expand.
Among the six primary coincident indica-
tors, both nonagricultural employment and
manufacturing and trade sales reached new
cyclical highs this month. Both are appraised
as clearly expanding. The index of indus-

trial production also is clearly expanding.
The base data of the ratio of civilian em-

ployment to population dropped this month,
as did its moving average. The decrease,
however, was not sufficient to warrant a
change in the status of the series, which re-
mains indeterminate.

The revised data for third quarter gross
domestic product (GDP) will not be released
until after publication of this report. There-
fore, there are no new data for GDP. The
release of personal income in manufactur-

ing also was delayed and there are no new
data for this series either. In both instances,
last month’s appraisals carry forward into
this month. Overall, 100 percent (4 out of 4)
of the coinciders with an apparent cyclical
trend are expanding.

unchanged. All three remain indeterminate.
The 3-month moving average of the ra-

tio of manufacturing and trade sales to in-

ventories increased this month, despite a
drop in the base data. But, the increase was
not enough to indicate that the series is ex-
panding and its status remains probably con-
tracting. The 3-month percent change in
consumer installment debt decreased this
month and now is probably contracting.

The M1 money supply, the change in
sensitive materials prices, and vendor

performance – all of which have established
downward trends – decreased again. All
three series remain appraised as clearly
contracting.

Overall, 44 percent (4 out of 9) of the
leading indicators with an apparent cyclical
trend are expanding – a slight improvement
from last month’s 43 percent expanding. In
contrast, this month’s cyclical score, which
is based on a separate statistical analysis of
the leading indicators, deteriorated 10 points.
Now at 53, it is only three points above the
critical level of 50 at which a recession be-

Among the 12 primary leading indica-
tors, contracts and orders for plant and
equipment and the index of common stock

prices both reached new highs in our latest
appraisal of business cycle conditions.
(These two series and all other dollar-de-
nominated series are reported in constant
dollars). Both series remain appraised as
clearly expanding. Following a steady 5-
month increase, the M2 money supply de-
clined slightly this month. However, it also
remains appraised as clearly expanding.

New orders for consumer goods has al-
most returned to its peak level of December
1994. Based upon past performance, this
improvement was sufficient to warrant
changing its appraisal from indeterminate
to probably expanding.

No identifiable trends emerged for the
index of new housing permits, the average
workweek in manufacturing, or initial claims

for state unemployment insurance (inverted).
Despite a drop in the base data, the index of
new housing permits increased and the av-
erage workweek and initial claims were both

BUSINESS-CYCLE CONDITIONS

There is little sign of improvement among the 12 leading indicators this month,
and there is little indication that the “soft landing” of 1995 can be sustained. Our
cyclical score dropped 10 points, which puts it close to the level where statistically
a recession becomes just as likely as expansion. Currently, however, the coincident
indicators show that the economy continues to expand.
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PRICE OF GOLD

1993 1994 —— 1995 ——
Dec. 16 Dec. 15 Dec. 7 Dec. 14

Final fixing in London $386.50 $379.20 $388.40 $385.70

Statistical Indicators of Business-Cycle Changes

Change in Base Data Cyclical Status
Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Primary Leading Indicators Oct. Nov. Dec.

- - - M1 money supply - - -
+ + - M2 money supply + + +
- - - Change in sensitive materials prices - - -

+ - + New orders for consumer goods ? ? +?
+ + - Contracts and orders for plant and equipment + + +
+ + - Index of new housing permits ? ? ?

+ - Ratio of manufacturing and trade sales to inventories -? -? -?
- + - - Vendor performance - - -
+ + + + Index of common stock prices (constant purchasing power) + + +

+ + - nc Average workweek in manufacturing ? ? ?
+ - - Initial claims for unemployment insurance (inverted) ? ? ?
- - + Change in consumer installment debt +? ? -?

Percentage expanding cyclically 50 43 44

 Primary Roughly Coincident Indicators
+ + + + Nonagricultural employment + + +
+ + - Index of industrial production + + +
+ + Personal income in manufacturing ? ? ?

+ + Manufacturing and trade sales ? + +
- + + - Civilian employment to population ratio ? ? ?
+ + Gross domestic product (quarterly) + + +

Percentage expanding cyclically 100 100 100

 Primary Lagging Indicators
+ nc + - Average duration of unemployment (inverted) + + +?
+ + Manufacturing and trade inventories + + +
+ + + Commercial and industrial loans + + +

+ -r Ratio of consumer installment debt to personal income + + +
- - Change in labor cost per unit of output, manufacturing +? +? +?

nc - + - Composite of short-term interest rates - -? -

nc No change. r Revised. Percentage expanding cyclically 83 83 83

Under “Change in Base Data,” plus and minus signs indicate increases and decreases from the previous
month or quarter and blank spaces indicate data not yet available. Under “Cyclical Status,” plus and minus
signs indicate expansions or contractions of each series as currently appraised; question marks indicate
doubtful status when shown with another sign and indeterminate status when standing alone.

Among the six primary lagging indica-
tors, both manufacturing and trade invento-
ries and commercial and industrial loans

reached new historical highs. Both are ap-
praised as clearly expanding. The decrease
this month in the average duration of unem-

ployment (inverted) to 16.4 weeks was suf-
ficient to downgrade its status from clearly
expanding to probably expanding. The com-

posite of short-term interest rates continues
to behave more like a leader than a lagger: it
decreased this month from 5.76 percent to
5.72, enough to warrant a further downgrade
in its status from probably to clearly con-
tracting.

As no new data for personal income were
available this month, we were unable to cal-
culate the ratio of consumer installment debt

to personal income for October. Last month,
the series was appraised as clearly expand-
ing, which therefore carries forward into this
month. The release of data for the change in
labor cost per unit of output in manufactur-
ing also was delayed, and last month’s ap-
praisal of probably expanding likewise
carries forward. Overall, 83 percent (5 out
of 6) of the laggers with an apparent cycli-
cal trend are expanding.

A Look Behind the Unemployment Rate

Throughout the current year, the unem-
ployment rate has fluctuated narrowly be-
tween 5.4 and 5.8 percent (according to the
latest report from the Department of Labor’s
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the unemploy-
ment rate for November rose to 5.6 percent,
the same as reported in September).These
recent levels are high in relation to some
periods during the 1950s and 1960s, when
the unemployment rate dropped below 3
percent. But compared with the double-digit
unemployment rates of the early 1980s,
today’s numbers appear “low.”

This apparent circumstance has raised
concerns in some circles that labor market
forces might soon exert upward pressure on
price inflation. According to this line of
thinking, tight labor markets give rise to
higher wage demands. Inasmuch as labor
costs account for roughly two-thirds of the
costs of production, higher wages in turn
result in accelerated price inflation.

In fact, this notion is so much nonsense.
As any reference to the unemployment and
price inflation data for, say, the 1980s shows,
unemployment rates may plummet even
though rates of price inflation are mainly
unchanged. Between 1982 and 1989, the
unemployment rate dropped from about 11
percent to about 5 percent at the same time
that annual rates of price inflation generally
fluctuated narrowly between about 3.5 and
4.5 percent. Moreover, in 1990 and 1991,
when the annual rate of price inflation surged
above 6 percent, unemployment rates also
soared –  from around 5 percent to almost 8
percent. Since 1992, unemployment rates
and inflation rates have dropped
concurrently.

In short, recent experience suggests that
unemployment rates can drop at the same
time that price inflation is subdued. The rea-
son is simple: increases in productivity
(which are the only economic source of
higher real wages) have kept producer costs
down even though wages paid to employees
may have increased. As the plot of labor
costs per unit of manufacturing output in
the indicator charts shows, in relative terms
labor costs actually have been decreasing
for most of the past 4 years even as the un-
employment rate has come down.

Regular readers of these Reports know
that we long have viewed monetary phe-
nomena as a principal source of unrelenting
price inflation. The view that there is an un-
avoidable trade-off between “full employ-
ment” and price inflation (the so-called
Phillips curve) has been an enormous influ-
ence in this respect. The notion that mon-
etary inflating is a justifiable cost of low

unemployment while high unemployment is
presumed to be an unbearable cost of mon-
etary restraint has propelled monetary policy
throughout much of the postwar period –
most especially when the baby boomers’
entrance into the labor market in the late
1960s and 1970s was presumed to favor high
unemployment unless countered by an ag-
gressive inflationary policy.

The good news is that there is demo-
graphic relief in sight. With the advent of
the baby bust generation, the domestic labor
force can be expected to grow much less
rapidly than in recent decades or even shrink,
as it has somewhat recently. Accordingly,
in the decades to come unemployment could
diminish naturally – perhaps to historically
low levels. But what the new generation of
workers receives in real wages, or what con-
sumers must pay for what they produce, will
have little to do with how many of them do
or do not have jobs. �


